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Stratagem | Definition of Stratagem by Merriam-Webster Choose the Right Synonym for stratagem. trick, ruse, stratagem, maneuver, artifice, wile, feint mean an
indirect means to gain an end. trick may imply deception, roguishness, illusion, and either an evil or harmless end. the tricks of the trade ruse stresses an attempt to
mislead by a false impression. the ruses of smugglers stratagem implies a ruse used to entrap, outwit, circumvent, or. Stratagem | CPA Firm FOCUSING ON
RELATIONSHIPS. At Stratagem, we believe in cultivating successful, long-term relationships. Each one begins with a foundation of trust. Stratagem | Define
Stratagem at Dictionary.com noun. a plan, scheme, or trick for surprising or deceiving an enemy. any artifice, ruse, or trick devised or used to attain a goal or to gain
an advantage over an adversary or competitor: business stratagems.

Stratagem Synonyms, Stratagem Antonyms | Thesaurus.com Synonyms for stratagem at Thesaurus.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Find
descriptive alternatives for stratagem. Welcome Stratagem! - blog.blockchain.com Blockchain acquires London-based team as company continues hyper growth
Weâ€™ve been busy executing on our mission to deliver more products and services that enable you to store, trade, transact and most importantly maintain complete
control of your crypto. At the core of investing in the future is investing in. Stratagem - definition of stratagem by The Free Dictionary 2. The devising or execution of
such schemes or maneuvers: "This devious, insinuating creature, whose every word and movement seemed part of the spinning of some invisible net of stratagem"
(Richard Adams.

Stratagem dictionary definition | stratagem defined The definition of a stratagem is a plan or scheme intended to outwit an opponent or achieve a purpose.
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